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1.TOPIC:-SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
Suspension is the system of tires, tire air, springs, shock absorbers and linkages that 
connects a vehicle to its wheels and allows relative motion between the two. 

● Suspension systems must support both road holding/handling and ride quality, 
● which are at odds with each other. The tuning of suspensions involves finding the right 

compromise.  
It is important for the suspension to keep the road wheel in contact with the road surface as 
much as possible, because all the road or ground forces acting on the vehicle do so through the 
contact patches of the tires. The suspension also protects the vehicle itself and any cargo or 
luggage from damage and wear. The design of front and rear suspension of a car may be 
different. 
# FUNCTION:- 
The functions of the suspension system are:- 

● To safeguard the passengers against road shocks on for comfortable ride. 
● To minimise the effects of stresses due to road shocks on the mechanism of vehicle 

components. 
● To provide the stability to the vehicle in case of rolling or pitching , While in motion. 
● To keep the body in level while passing over uneven road. 
● To provide the requisite height to the body structure and to bear the reactions of driving 

and braking forces. 
# TYPES:- 
SUSPENSION DIVIDED INTO TWO TYPES 

● Rigid-axle suspension 
● Independent suspension 

 
# RIGID AXLE SUSPENSION:- 
A rigid axle suspension has the following characteristics used at present in recent vehicles. 

● The number of parts composing the suspension are small .It makes the construction and 
maintenance simple. 

● It is durable for heavy duty vehicles. 
● On turns , there is little tilt of the body. 
● There is little change in the alignment due to,the up and down movements of the wheels. 

Thus, tyres wear less. 
● Rhe ridit comfort is poor as the up sprung weight is great. 
● The left and right wheels mutually influy each other, thus vibration and oscillation easily 

occur. 
# PARALLEL LEAF SPRING TYPE RIGID AXLE SUSPENSION:- 



A leaf spring is a simple form of spring commonly used for the suspension in wheeled vehicles. 
Originally called a laminated or carriage spring, and sometimes referred to as a semi-elliptical 
spring, elliptical spring, or cart spring, it is one of the oldest forms of springing, appearing on 
carriages in England after 1750 and from there migrating to France and Germany. [1] 

 
 
 
Three-quarter-elliptic leaf spring on a carriage. 
A leaf spring takes the form of a slender arc-shaped length of spring steel of rectangular 
cross-section. In the most common configuration, the center of the arc provides location for the 
axle, while loops formed at either end provide for attaching to the vehicle chassis. For very 
heavy vehicles, a leaf spring can be made from several leaves stacked on top of each other in 
several layers, often with progressively shorter leaves. Leaf springs can serve locating and to 
some extent damping as well as springing functions. While the interleaf friction provides a 
damping action, it is not well controlled and results in stiction in the motion of the suspension. 
For this reason, some manufacturers have used mono-leaf springs. 
 
A leaf spring can either be attached directly to the frame at both ends or attached directly at one 
end, usually the front, with the other end attached through a shackle, a short swinging arm. The 
shackle takes up the tendency of the leaf spring to elongate when compressed and thus makes 
for softer springiness. Some springs terminated in a concave end, called a spoon end (seldom 
used now), to carry a swiveling member. 
 
The leaf spring has seen a modern development in cars. The new Volvo XC90 (from 2016 year 
model and forward) has a transverse leaf spring in high tech composite materials, a solution that 
is similar to the latest Chevrolet Corvette. This means a straight leaf spring, that is tightly 
secured to the chassis, and the ends of the spring bolted to the wheel suspension, to allow the 
spring to work independently on each wheel. This means the suspension is smaller, flatter and 
lighter than a traditional  
# LEADING ARM TYPE WITH LATERAL CONTROL ROD RIGID AXLE SUSPENSION:- 



 
 
Lateral Restraints 
As the axle moves up and down relative to the body it is desirable that it move on a straight 
vertical path. Hence lateral restraints are  
provided. 
There are two common devices used to control lateral displacement  
• Watts link  
• Panhard bar 

 
# TRAILING ARM TYPE WITH TWIST BEAM RIGID AXLE SUSPENSION:- 
A trailing-arm suspension, sometimes referred as trailing-link is a vehicle suspension design in 
which one or more arms (or "links") are connected between (and perpendicular to and forward 
of) the axle and a pivot point (located on the chassis of a motor vehicle). It is typically used on 
the rear axle of a motor vehicle. A leading arm, as used on the Citroën 2CV and the M422 
Mighty Mite, has an arm connected between (and perpendicular to, and to the rear of) the axle 
and the chassis. It is used on the front axle. 



 
Advantage:- 

● Low cost 
● Can be durable 
● Fewer bushings than multi-link suspension that are less stressed and less prone to wear 
● Simple 
● Neat package, reduces clutter under floor 
● Fairly light weight 
● Springs and shocks can be light and low cost 
● No need for a separate anti-roll bar - the axle itself performs that function 


